KILIMANJARO - THE LEMOSHO ROUTE
Feb, July and September, 9-10 days
Our fantastic African experience is a trek of
extraordinary contrasts! Jungle, Bush and Mountain Tanzania will leave you speechless!
Cost: £2350 + options to explore Zanzibar, Safari....
Flying into Kilimanjaro International Airport - we’ll
stay at Rivertrees Lodge; get to know each other,
adjust kit and relax - before heading onto the
Price Excludes: Visa, Holiday Insurance
Lemosho Trail (The mountain’s most stunning route!)
Personal Equipment and Clothing
Day 2: 4x4 drive into the Kili National Park and an
Drinks at the Lodges
afternoon trek through the jungle to Big Tree camp!
Additional (optional) activities (Day 10)
Day 3: A cracking walk through forest and moorland
Flight (ideally direct with KLM)
and our first views of Kibo and the Shira Plateau.
Day 4: Trekking at altitude via the Cathedral, we’ll
Finally....
traverse the Plateau edge and up to the Moir Camp.
Your trek will be carefully managed and led
Day 5: We’ll lunch ‘high’ at the Lava Tower, dropping throughout the period by the Wilderness Solutions
down to camp beneath the magnificent Barranco
Team. The physical demand, comfort levels and
Wall for the night. Jurasic Park terrain and flora!
your health and safety are all given the highest
Day 6: A short trek to Karanga Camp; up & over the
priority and attention throughout. Our Tanzanian
amazing Barranco Wall. Arriving for a lazy lunch.
support is of the highest quality; with exceptional
Day 7: Depart as the sun warms the slopes, for a
guides & porters, excellent equipment and superb
short trek to Barafu. Rest and Summit preparations.
dining. We are very pleased to be able to say
Day 8: Headtorches and the big-push to 19,710ft!
that we have a very enviable success rate on the
Sunrise, Summit photos & hugs! Descend & rest.
Lemosho trail too! This African experience is a true
Day 9: Mweka Camp to Park Gate. Goodbyes to our
‘life-changer’, and by joining Wilderness Solutions
Porter Team, and a bus ride to River Trees Lodge.
you’ll be maximising this opportunity of a lifetime
R&R! A special meal, Champagne and time to reflect!
Day 10: A lazy start: a massage, some shopping. Or
Contact us:
an early Safari? Night flight to London, arrive @0930.
info@wilderness-solutions.co.uk
International Travel:
Recommended Carrier is KLM into Kilimanjaro Intl.
Price Includes:
Personal pre-trek Assistance and Advice
Hosting and Leadership throughout the trip
Wages for our Guides and Porters (35-40 man Team)
National Park fees and trekking permit. 4x4 and bus
transits. Luxury Lodges (2 nights), Hotel Breakfasts &
Final meal. Tented Camps (7 nights). Camp meals.
(note: We can advise or organise insurance, safari
and an extended stay should you require it)

